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Aims

Methods

Provide alcohol dependant clients with remote
support in order to prevent relapse and achieve
longer term behaviour change by enhancing existing
service provision through digital interventions.

The digital service uses two-way automated personalised motivational
SMS messages to influence behaviour change. It increases timely
interventions, at the point of need, reducing professional workload.

Objectives were to increase client engagement,
retention and self-confidence, increase
sustainability to extend psychological support,
reduce representations to treatment and ultimately
to reduce the cost to health and social care services
associated with repeated treatment episodes.

Text Messages

If Joe responds...

joe’s response will be SEEN
by the system and a personalised
MESSAGE WILL BE SENT BACK.

Every day Joe is exposed
to situations that could
trigger lapse.

I’M STRUGGLING A
BIT TODAY SO I’LL
SEND BACK A 2.

1

an automated positive feedback
will be sent.

2

an automated personalised
feedback from the recovery
worker will be sent.

3

a recovery worker will note this
response and get in touch shortly.

2
Send

Results
Engagement rates for clients enrolled on the project:

Hi Joe, keeping motivated
can be hard at times, try
chatting to your brother,
he’s been good at offering
the right support when it
gets difficult.

Hi Joe, how are you
feeling today? Reply 1
if good, 2 if you are
struggling, 3 if you
need help.
Reply

42%

72%

Before | 2009/10

After | 2012

41%

Joe receives daily support
messages TO help him cope
with these situations.

A RECOVERY WORKER CAN
REMOTELY MONITOR HOW
JOE IS COPING.

HI JOE, I HAVE NOTICED
YOU HAVE PRESSED 3,
HOW ARE YOU DOING?

Engaged

NOT TOO WELL, I AM
STRUGGLING, TODAY
SEEMS REALLY TOUGH.

Not Engaged
TODAY THE RECOVERY WORKER
HAS RECEIVED A 3 (RED) RESPONSE,
TELLING HER JOE NEEDS SUPPORT.

In-year re-referral rates:

NO PROBLEM JOE,
TALK ME THROUGH IT...
Name: Joseph

Last Survey Sent:

Surname: Smith

08/05/2015 11:01:12

Preferred Name: Joe
Town: Manchester

Status:
Respond
RED

LATER THAT EVENING

http://www.eviesystems.co.uk

Pause Until

Edit Details

Clients List: Current Red Clients

IT’S GREAT TO TALK
TO SOMEONE WHO
UNDERSTANDS AND
CARES ABOUT ME.
I FEEL MORE MOTIVATED.

Red Clients

2

%

9

%

The personalised feedback
reminds Joe about things he needs
to do to support his recovery.

All of Joe’s responses are
monitored BY THE SERVICE.

Remote Monitoring

Completed treatment on project:
69%

Reply

Clients who had engaged with
the project.
Clients who were not engaged with
the project.

Clients who enrolled on the project were found to
engage with the services for longer and achieved
better outcomes.

Conclusions
The main lessons learnt were not around the
technical system; where clients and staff used
the system they reported a valuable service
and enhancement to their experience. The most
valuable lessons were how change management
needs to happen across all stakeholders for
successful implementation.

The following clients are awaiting a personal response:

Name: Joe
Tel: 079XXXX5678

RECOVERY WORKER
CONTACTS JOE.

Over the last 5 years, the intervention was implemented into treatment
services across the UK. Clients were given the opportunity to engage
with the pilot and levels of engagement, changes in recovery oriented
thoughts and behaviour and representation rates were evaluated and
measured, via both quantitative and qualitative means.

